
  This bidding system is between you and your partner, the other side will be doing the same
thing  
________________________________________________ 
Contract Bridge Game Requirement
You need 4 players a card table, score card and 2 deck's of cards. Spread 1 deck of cards on the
table, players
draw from the spread deck but not from the first 4 or last 4 of the deck. The 2 highest are partner
and the lowest
are partner. Suit value are used. The highest player picks the chair he wants to sit in and he deal's
first. The player
on the dealer right shuffles the cards and his partner then cuts the deck. Dealer then deal's the
whole deck one
card at a time in a clockwise direction starting with the player on his left, at the same time the
dealer's partner
shuffles the 2nd deck of cards.
________________________________________________ 
Basic rules of Bridge
Each card is call a trick, there are 13 tricks in a hand. 4 players per game.
A book is 6 tricks, you have to make your book plus each trick you bid.
10,J,Q,K,A are called honor cards. Always cover opponents honor card with a higher honor card,
unless you have a reason not too.
High card point value, J = 1 , Q = 2 , K= 3 , A = 4.
A Grand Slam means winning all 13 tricks. A Small Slam means winning 12 tricks.
Suit rank = Clubs, Diamonds, Hearts, Spades, No Trump.
Total of 26 points = Game in Major suit ( 4 Hearts & Spades or 3 No Trump ).
Total of 29 points = Game in Minor suit ( 5 Clubs & Diamonds ).
Weak No Trump = 12 to 14 points. Find out if partner uses Weak or Strong No Trump.
Strong No Trump = 16 to 18 points. Find out if partner uses Weak or Strong No Trump. ( I prefer
the strong )
________________________________________________
Playing a No Trump Contract
Find your longest and strongest suit and play them first.
Win the tricks you need before using your sure tricks, and always try and  keep blockers in your
short suit for the end.
Use your sure tricks when you have enough tricks to win the contract.
Always remember to leave winning tricks in dummy hand so you can lead from dummy hand.
________________________________________________ 
Playing a Suit Contract
Draw Trump until opponents have none. If you can.
Use your loser tricks with dummy Trump.
Win the tricks you need before using your sure tricks.
Try not to Trump tricks with declare's hand.
________________________________________________ 
Short Bidding points
Should not  be used in responders hand when partner bids  No Trump.



Use for extra value in the responder second round and then the bidder third round of bidding and
thereafter.
 Don't add points on  short suits bid by partner, only suite bid by opponents.
Add 2 point for each suit you have 2 cards.
Add 5 points for each suit you have 1 card. 
Add 9 points for each suit you have a void in.
________________________________________________ 
Responding in a Take out Double
If partner doubles your opponents up to the 2nd level providing it was made at his first
opportunity to bid, it is called a take out double.
 The lease amount of points you have ( 5 or less ) the more urgent it is to respond to get partner
out of the double.
This double bid means that he has points to bid, but his hand is to balance in strength to bid a
suit, and you want partner to call the suit.
 Bid your longest and strongest suit not bid by opponents.
 9 points is a good hand in a take out double and makes it not as urgent, you would bid your
longest and strongest suit.
With 11 - 12 points bid a 4 card unbid Major or Minor, or make a Cue bid ( bidding opponents
suit).
Bid 1 No Trump. This is a rare bid.
With 13 or more points, jump to game with a 4 cards or longer in a Major suit, or jump to 3 No
Trump. There is achance for a slam.
A redouble by opponent is for penalty.
If the third hand bids a new suit over a takeout double, to show strength the fourth player must
make a Cue bid ( bidding opponents suit).
________________________________________________ 
Cue Bid
This bid is a signal to partner that you have points to open but you don't know which suit. 
By bidding opponents suit for a Cue bid tell partner to bid his best suit and since we have no
intention in playing this contract in opponents suit.
Partner will not pass but bid his longest and strongest suit.
________________________________________________
Do not cue bid with less than 11 points.
Only cue bid when there is no other way to describe your hand to partner.
If the fourth seat is a Cue bid by your partner after you passes in the first round your partner
shows a strong suit and good distribution.
Cue bidding after your suit has been established show interests in a slam.
________________________________________________ 
Forcing Bid
Jumping from 1 to 3 of a suit is a forcing bid, this bid tell partner to bid 3 No Trump or 4 Hearts,
or 4 Spades if suit match, for a game contract.
 Used after a 1 No Trump bid, or any suit bid.
 There should be a total of 26 points to make this bid.
________________________________________________ 
Negative 1 No Trump



Used after partner bids 1 of a suit. This bid tell your partner, that you have 2 or less cards of his
suit but
you do have points to bid. Use this bid if you don't have any other safe way to describe your hand
to your partner.
________________________________________________ 
Bidding
Your first suit bid should be your longest and strongest suit, your second suit bid should be your
2nd longest and strongest suit.
Any five-card suit is biddable. You need 13 high card points to bid, 16 points to bid a suit or No
trump if everyone passes and you are the last one to bid.
Add 1 point for 5 card suit, 2 points in a 6 card suit, 3 points in a 7 card suit. Used in the second
and third round of bidding.
With two five-card suits, bid the stronger suit first.
Bidding a four-card suit, it must contain 5 high-card points and a total of 14-15 points in hand to
be biddable.
If you have points to bid and partner bid a suit you only have 1 or 2 cards in that suit, try not to
leave partner in
that suit by bidding another suit, or 1 No Trump. If partner rebids that suit then pass.
If you can't agree with a suit then return to the first suit that partner open the bidding with
because it is his longest and strongest suit.
If a second suit is bid at the 3 level it shows a hand of 2 - 5 card suit and , 2 and 1 card short in
the other 2 suits.
Changing suits by partner over opponents bid suit is a forcing bid.
Bid A, K, J, before A, J, 10  of the same length between minors and majors.
With a freakish distribution it is a sound bet to win the contract.
13-16 bid 1
 16-19 bid 1 NT
 19-22 bid 2
 23 bid 2 NT
 23-256 bid 3
 26 bid 3 NT
 26-29 bid 4
 30-32 bid 4 NT
You can ad your partner opening bid  points and your points and with the total, you should bid up
to this  level in the list above. Then Blackwood.
________________________________________________ 
Balance Seat or bidding in the 4 position if opponents bid will give them game
If opponents opens and partner passes and opponent passes, and it's your turn to bid, this is called
the Balance seat.
 You have to bid even if a hand that you would normal pass, if opponents bid will give them the
rubber match.
 Add 1 point for every 5, 6, 7, card in a suit, and your short suits points to make a total of 13
points to open.
The idea behind the balance is that if opponents are going to let the bidding end at the 1st level
then you and your partner might have a good hand,



 the weaker your hand is the stronger your partner hand might be. If opponents only need game at
the 1st level then I would be cautious.
________________________________________________ 
Bidding Weak 2 & Strong 2
Opening bid of a weak 2. You need 10 - 11 points, length of 6 cards in the suit. 
2 high card honors. Distribution of 6,3,3,1 or 6,3,2,2 or 6,4,2,1. I Start this bid at the 1st level.
 If partner responds then jump the bid to the 3rd level. Not recommend, I like strong 2 ( 19-23
points, bid your longest and strongest suit.), and weak 3. Pre-emptive Bid
________________________________________________ 
Responding with a weak 2
If partner opens at the 1st level and you hold, 7 - 10 points 2 high card honors, length of 6 cards
in the suit, distribution of 6,3,3,1 or 6,3,3,2 or 6,4,2,1. Jump this bid to the 3rd level of your suit.
Total of 15 points and you hold 4 honors, bid at the 1 level. Length of 6 cards in the suit.
Total of 17 points and you hold 4 honors, bid at the 2 level. Length of 6 cards in the suit.
Total of 19 points and you hold 4 honors, bid at the 3 level. Length of 6 cards in the suit.
Total of 21 points and you hold 3 honors, bid at the 3 level, - 4 honors, bid at the 4 level. Length
of 6 cards in the suit.
Total of 23 points and you hold 3 honors, bid at the 3 level, - 4 honors, bid at the 4 level. Length
of 6 cards in the suit.
Total of 25 points and you hold 3 honors, bid at the 4 level, - 4 honors, bid at the 5 level. Length
of 6 cards in the suit.
Total of 27 points and you hold 4 honors, bid at the 5 level. Length of 6 cards in the suit.
Total of 29 points and you hold 4 honors, bid at the 5 level. Length of 6 cards in the suit.
Total of 31 points and you hold 4 honors, bid at the 6 level. Length of 6 cards in the suit.
________________________________________________ 
Bidding a weak 3 / Pre-emptive Bid
Used in the first round this bid shuts the line of communication between your opponents and
your partner.
7 card suit with 8 - 11 points, 4 of the 10 honor points, bid 3 of a any suit, with a distribution of
7,2,2,2 or 7,3,2,1.
8 card suit with 7 - 10 points, 3 of the 10 honor points, bid 3 of a any suit, with a distribution of
8,3,2,1 or 8,2,2,1.
9 card suit with 6 - 9 points, 2 of the 10 honors points, jump to the 4th level of your suit.
Distribution of, 9,2,1,1, or 9,3, 2,0
Pre-emptive bid are best in the third hand position, never make a pre-emptive bid in the fourth
position
11 or more points bid 1 of a suit. This hand is to strong for a pre-emptive bid.
16, or more points, bid 4 Hearts or Spades Clubs or Diamond. with a 7 card suit or longer .
________________________________________________ 
Responding to a weak 3 / Pre-emptive bid
Responding to a pre-emptive, you hold  Club, x - Hearts, J, x - Diamonds, A,K,xxx - Spades,
K,Q,xxx, partner
opened with 3 hearts you would bid 4 hearts, there no sense in bidding 4 diamonds because you
know that hearts will be trump.
Raise 1 trick with 12 points, 2 tricks with 16 points, 3 tricks with 18 points, 4 tricks with 21



points.
If partner opens at the 4 Clubs or Diamonds level, pass with 0 - 15 points.
________________________________________________ 
Rebids by pre-emptive opener
If responder bids a new suit at the 3 level, raise with 3 card support, or bid 3 No Trump.
________________________________________________ 
Defending a pre-emptive bid
Defensive bid to a pre-emptive bid is 3 No Trump with at lease 17 points.
0 - 14 points pass.
15 - 21 points, bid 3 with a 5 card suit or longer. Double with support of unbid suits. Bid 3 No
Trump with stoppers in opponent's suit.
With 15 or more points double opponents pre-emptive bid, with no one vulnerable.
22 or more points cue bid opponents suit, ( bid opponents suit ). Partner must respond.
________________________________________________ 
Responses after partner overcalls a pre-emptive bid
0 - 8 points, pass. Game can not be made.
9 points or more raise partner suit with 3 card support.
10 points bid your best suit at the 3 level with 4 cards or longer.
11 points bid 3 No Trump.
________________________________________________ 
Responses after partner Doubles a Pre-emptive bid if it's his first bid
0 - 8 points, bid a 4 card suit or longer of an unbid suit at the lowest available level.
9 or more points, bid 4 Hearts or Spades with a 4 card suit or longer, or bid 3 No Trump.
________________________________________________ 
Bidding Short Club or Diamonds
Inform partner that you use this bid before the game starts.
13 - 14 points but no 4 card suits with 5 points. Bid 1 Club or Diamond. A good dummy hand if
you can find a fit
in a suit. Used in the 1 or 2 position, in the first round.
It dose put a ? to partner when you have a real Club or Diamond bid
I prefer to pass and wait for partner to bid, if not then you have a good defences hand. If he dose
open you have a game at 3 No Trump.
Not Recommend. 
________________________________________________ 
Responding to suit bid of 1
6 - 9 points to reply, or bid your longest or strongest suit, or pass.
1 No Trump means you don't like your partner bid ( you have 2 or less cards in his suit ), but you
have points to bid.
9 - 12 points. Double if opponents bid your strong suit after partner bids in the first round of
bidding. 4 cards and more in length.
13 points. Bid 3 No Trump or 4 Hearts or 4 Spades.
________________________________________________ 
Responding in No Trump.
Jump to 2 No Trump with 10 points in high cards and blockers in opponent's suit.
Jump to 3 No Trump with 13 points in high cards and blockers in opponent's suit.



Jump to 4 No Trump with a holding anywhere between 19 points signal for a slam and
Blackwood.
________________________________________________ 
Responding in a suit
A bid of 1 over can be made in support or a new suit with a holding anywhere between 6 and 9
points.
A bid of 2 over can be made in support or a new suit with a holding anywhere between 10 to 15
points.
A bid of 3 over can be made in support or a new suit with a holding anywhere between 16 to 18
points.
A bid of 4 over can be made in support or a new suit with a holding anywhere between 19 to 21
points.
Jump from 1 to 4 in your partner major suit when you have, 4 card support, 13 - 15 points and a
void or i of opponents suit bid.
________________________________________________ 
Opening No-Trump bids
Demand bid. Partner must respond.
Bidding for No Trump there are 3 acceptable shape in the suits,( 4,3,3,3 - 4,4,3,2 - 5,3,3,2 ) and
16 - 18 points.
Open 1 No Trump with 16 to 19 points.
Open 2 No Trump with 22 to 24 points.
Open 3 No Trump with 25 to 27 points.
Open 4 No Trump with 30 to 32 points.
Open 5 No Trump with 35 to 38 Points.
No trump - you need a total 33 points for a small slam and 37 points for a Slam.
________________________________________________ 
Responses to 1 No Trump bids
You must respond.
A weak take-out on a 1 No Trump bid is 2 of a suit, this bid tells partner that we don't have a
total of 26 points for game in 3 No Trump, and we must find a suit in the 2nd or 3rd level.
Bid your longest and strongest suit ( 0 - 6 ) points.
Raise 1 level of No Trump with 8 points.
Raise 2 levels of No Trump with 10 points.
Raise 3 levels of No Trump with 16 points.
Raise 4 levels of No Trump with 18 points.
________________________________________________ 
Responding in a suit
Raise 2 of a suit, 2 Clubs, 2 Diamonds, 2 Hearts, or 2 Spades with a five card suit and less than 8
points.
Raise 3 of a suit with a five-card suit and 10 points.
Raise 4  of a suit with a six-card suit and 10 points.
With 11 points or more you must see to it that the partnership reaches a game contract. If a major
suit fit has been
uncovered, responder may raise  directly to 4 of that suit. If no fit has not been established, you
should usually jump to 3 No Trump.



 With 7 or 8 points, responder either raises his partner's major to 3 or else returns to 2 No Trump.
Defensive bid to 1 No Trump, bid your longest and strongest suit, if opponent on your right bids
1 No Trump, 12 - 13 points including shorts points.
________________________________________________ 
Opening Bid of 2 No Trump
You need a balance hand with 23 points
________________________________________________ 
Responses to a 2 No Trump opening bid
With 0 - 2 points, pass.
3 - 5 points bid 3 Hearts or Spades with a 4 card Major suit.
3 - 5 points bid 4 Hearts or Spades with a 5 card Major suit.
3- 5 points bid 3 No Trump.
9- 10 points bid 4 No Trump.
________________________________________________ 
Opening bid of 3 No Trump
You need a balanced hand with 26 points.
________________________________________________ 
Responses to a 3 No Trump opening bid
6 - 7 points bid 4 Hearts or Spades with a 4 card Major suit.
6 - 7 points bid 5 Hearts or Spades with a 5 card Major suit.
With 6 - 7 points bid 4 No Trump.
________________________________________________ 
Bidding Strong 2 or Opening demand bids of 2 in a suit
Partner must respond.
With a good five-card suit - 24 points.
With a good six-card suit - 21 points.
The bidder must have four defensive tricks.1 in each suit.
2 No Trump,. Balance hand with 21 - 24 points, blockers in all 4 suits.
________________________________________________ 
Responses to a Strong 2 or a demand bids of 2 in a suit 
You must respond.
Less than 3 points, bid 2 No Trump. This is a negative bid.
With 3 to 5 points and a balanced hand, bid 3 No Trump.
With 6 - 8 points bid any 4 card support, bid at the 4th level or 4 No Trump.
With 9 - 11 points bid any 4 card support, bid at the 5th level or 5 No Trump.
With 12 to 17  points jump to 5 No Trump.
Total of 27 points, a 7 card suit bid up to the 6th level.
Total of 28 points, a 5 card suit bid up to the 5th level.
Total of 28 points, a 6 card suit bid up to the 6th level.
Total of 29 points, a 6 card suit bid up to the 7th level.
________________________________________________ 
Blackwood Convention
If a suit has been agreed on ( say partner bids 1 spade and you jump bid 4 spades ) and partner
then bids 4 No Trump this is the Blackwood Convention.
 If a suit has not been agreed on then 4 No Trump is not Blackwood.



In Blackwood you would reply with how many Aces you have, then Kings, and Queens.
If partner bids 4 No Trump, he is asking for how many aces you have,you would reply = 5 clubs
means 0 aces or 4 aces, 5
diamonds means 1 ace, 5 hearts means 2 aces, 5 spades means 3 aces, he will then bid 5 No
Trump if he wants to continue bidding for a slam.
If partner bids 5 No Trump, he is asking for how many kings you have,you would reply = 5 clubs
means 0 king or 4 kings, 5
diamonds means 1 king, 5 hearts means 2 king, 5 spades means 3 king. He will then bid 6 No
Trump if he wants to continue bidding for a slam.
If partner bids 6 No Trump, he is asking for how many queens you have, you would reply = 5
clubs means 0 queen or 4 queens,
5 diamonds means 1 queen, 5 hearts means 2 queen, 5 spades means 3 queen.
Partner bids 4 No Trump, you reply 5 Clubs ( 0 Aces ), partner jumps bid to 6 No Trump =
partner wants to play contract in No Trump and wants to stop bidding by jumping the bid.
________________________________________________ 
Slam Valuation and possibilities
33 high card total points = small slam, maybe Grand Slam
37 - 38 points = Grand Slam.
Jump raise by you with 16 - 18 points, possible slam.
Partner opens, you have 13 points and a void in a suit not bid by you or partner, possible slam.
Partner opens and you have a pre-emptive bid, possible slam.
1 NT bid, you have 16 - 18 points, possible slam.
________________________________________________ 
How to make your first  lead when you Double
Under no conditions should the you lead a suit that has been bid by your own side when you
double in a contract at the 4th level and less.
 First lead what the dummy hand bid, if dummy did not bid  then the suit that declarer bid.
If partner doubles a contract in the fifth level and up and it holds, you must lead the suit he
doubles.
________________________________________________ 
When and how to Double and Redouble
The second and third level is a good time to double, before opponents find a good fit.
 If you can strike at this time you will often make points.
If partner opens with 1 of a suit, count on him for 3 tricks.
If partner opens with 1 No Trump, count on him for 4 tricks.
If partner makes a take out double, count on him for 3 tricks.
If partner has overcalled or has given you a single raise, count on him for 1 trick.
If partner makes a pre-emptive bid, count on him for 0 tricks.
Against a suit contract, do not count on more than 2 tricks per suit.
Be slow to double when you have length in partner suit, be quick to double when short in partner
suit.
Count 1 trick for holding 4 adverse trumps, even if they are small.
Avoid doubling when you have nothing but length in the opponent's suit.
Do not double unless you expect to beat the contract by at lease 2 tricks.
Double if you open with 14-15 points, partner bids, and both opponent have bid up to the 3rd



level preventing you from making a second bid at the 2nd level.
Double when you have 15 points, with 2 honors and an 8 in two suits no longer than 4, and not in
partner suit bid at the 3 level.
Double if you and your partner have 26 points and opponents are in 1 NT.
Double if you and your partner have 23 points and opponents are in  the 2 level.
Double if opponents jump from 1 to 4 and your partner passes and you hold 15 points and 1 card
or void of opponents bid suit, and it's your first time to bid.
Double when you are short in partner bid suit ( 2 or less cards ), you hold 8-11 points, a 4 card
suit with 4 points in opponents bid suit,
 and no points in partner suit. This hand is worth a business double at the 2 level.
Avoid doubling slams bids. Opponents if using a convention will know what cards are out and
are probable short in suit. 
The gain  are small and the losses are big.
Double when you have a total points count, and blockers in opponents suit.
Double 1 with 16-18 pt.
 1 NT with 23-24 pt.
 2 with 21-22 pt
 2 NT with 19-20
 3 with 17-18 pt
 3 NT with 15-16 pt
________________________________________________ 
Bidding after you passed
Bidding after you pass is a sign of less than 13 points but a strong 5 or 6 card suit and should
only be used in the 2 and 3 suit level.
 Bidding after you have pass, this player is not expected to have 13 points and if you pass after
partner bids you are not expected to have more than 6 points. 
Your suit bid should be lower ranked than opponent.
________________________________________________ 
Sign's and Signals on Discard
If you are not double in your suit bid there a good chance that the outstanding cards are evenly
split.
When partner responds low it means no, when he responds high he wants you to lead this suit
again or yes.
When partner is out  in a suit he normally discard from his strong suit or creating a short suit.
If partner makes a bid but does not lead the suit he might have a A-Q or K-J of the suit, or
creating a short suit.
Opponent discards 2 of the same suit early in the game, therefore he must hold the highest honor
that is missing in that suit.
Count opponents points as they discard, this will help when you are looking for a certain honor
card.
Players bids the same suit 3 times and partner passes. This pass means a weak hand in suit
length, and not very strong in points.
________________________________________________ 
Leads and When to Finesse
You must (1) lead your top card of partner suit that he bid. If partner did not bid then you



 (2) lead the suit that dummy hand bid or (3) lead the forth down from your longest and strongest
suit bid.
 If  dummy did not bid(4)lead declarer suit bid. This is a preferred order of leading your first card 
in a non double contract.
 When a player leads the fourth best of a suit, even if it is only the lowest cards of a 4-card suit,
 his partner deducts the number of the card from eleven, and the answer to this sum is the exact
number of  cards higher than the card led,
 divided between the other three hands. If West leads a six and you East immediately deduct 6
from 11.
 The answer is 5 so you know that there are  five cards higher than the 6. Dummy has 3 you have
2. Total 5,South has none
________________________________________________ 
A normal lead of an Ace, King of the same suit, is the Ace.
Lead a singleton of a suit that was not bid by declare.
Leading Trump is a very good defensive play when there is nothing safe to lead.
Second hand leads low and the third hand leads high.
When you are short in a suit and you are the declare it is wise to duck the suit saving your
blockers for the end.
If your dummy hand and your hand has 13 points and the player on your left made a bid in the
auction, then all the 
face cards that are missing in your hand and your dummy hand are in the hand of the player on
your left.
   ________________________________________________ 
Deceptive Leads
Lead a J from a Q, J, doubleton
Lead your fifth best instead of your forth best in NT.
Lead a high card of suit that dummy bid.
When you hold the K 9 8 6, lead the 9.
If someone leads a suit that you hold the A,K,Q, the best card to win the trick with is the King.
________________________________________________ 
Holding up
Hold up from playing your Ace when dummy's hand show's length and strength in one suit and
declarer leads to
that suit after he has drawn all trump from you and partner.
________________________________________________ 
Other Conventions
________________________________________________ 
Stayman
A 2 Clubs response to an opening bid of 1 No Trump or a 3 Clubs response to an opening bid of
2 No Trump asking opener for a four card major.
________________________________________________ 
Gerber
A jump to 4 Clubs after partner has bid 1 No Trump or 2 No Trump asks partner for aces. 
Responses to a Gerber 4 Clubs leap are
4 Diamonds   0 or 4 aces       



 4 Hearts   1 Aces
4 No Trump  3 Aces
 4 Spades   2 Aces
 After aces have been shown, a rebid of 5 Clubs by the 4 Clubs bidder asks for kings. Responses
to a 5 Clubs king ask are:
5 Diamonds   0 or 4 Kings
 5 Hearts   1 King
5 Spades   2 Kings
 5 No Trump  3 Kings
________________________________________________ 
A Weak 2 Bid
An opening bid of 2 Diamonds, 2 Hearts or 2 Spades which describes a hand with a  six card suit
and 7 - 9 high card points.  It is a preemptive or weak opening bid mean to obstruct the
opponents. 
 When playing Weak Two Bids, an opening bid of 2 Clubs is reserved for very strong hands in
all suits.
________________________________________________ 
Jacoby Transfer
When partner opens 1 No Trump or 2 No Trump and responder has a five or six card major,
responder bids the suit beneath his  major, which requests the opener to bid responder's major.
     Opener                 Responder
1 No Trump         2 Hearts  ( asks opener to bid 2 Spades )
2 Spades             ?
Responder can now pass, raise spades, bid No Trump or show a second suit.
        Opener                Responder
 2 No Trump        3 Diamonds ( asks opener to bid 3 Hearts )
3 Hearts             ?
Responder can now pass, raise hearts, bid No Trump or show another suit.
________________________________________________ 
One No Trump Forcing
A one No Trump response to an opening bid of 1 Heart or 1 Spade is forcing for one round and
shows 6 - 11 high card points.
This system, a two over one response to an opening bid of 1 Heart or 1 Spade is a game force.
________________________________________________ 
Three No Trump Opening Bid
An opening bid of 3 No Trump would show a solid six cars suit, or, a seven card minor with
stoppers in at least two of the other three suits.
________________________________________________ 
Texas
Like the Jacoby, these are also transfers over 1 No Trump :
4 Diamonds shows at least 6 hearts.
 4 Hearts shows at least 6 spades.


